Nonspecular phenomena involving Gaussian beams reflected at a dielectric interface include the well-known lateral displacement, the more recently investigated focal and angular shifts, and a fourth newly recognized effect termed beam-waist modification. In the past, expressions for the magnitudes of these effects have been obtained for incidence angles Oj that are not too close to the critical angle of total reflection 0 c, but results for O, near O, have been reported only for lateral displacement. We have therefore examined all the four effects and derived explicit expressions that hold for arbitrary values of Oi in the vicinity of 0,. These expressions are consistent with the results obtained by others for 0i : f-as well as with those for the lateral displacement around i i=0,. We find that the nonspecular effects are finite at O,, and we include a set of universal curves to clarify the behavior and interrelations of these phenomena.
INTRODUCTION
Several nonspecular phenomena are known to occur when a beam is reflected from a dielectric interface. Past studiesl-7 have shown that these phenomena are diffraction effects of first or second order that correspond to the order of the approximations that are made for the total reflected field. As a first-order effect, the reflected beam undergoes a lateral (Goos-Hainchen) shift", 2 when the incidence angle Oi is larger than the critical angle Oc of total reflection and an angular displacement 3 4 when Oi is smaller than Oc. As a secondorder effect, the reflected beam also exhibits a focal shift 5 ' 6 when Oi > °c-Most recently, Tamir 7 has identified a novel second-order effect that manifests itself as an expansion or contraction of the beam waist when Oi < Oc. With the exception of the lateral displacement, 2 ' 8 these nonspecular effects have been examined quantitatively only for incidence angles 0i that are not too close to Oc. Without the special care
required for values of 0i close to O0, the conventional resultsl 3 -6 diverge because their derivations disregard the presence of a branch-point singularity in the reflectance function r(O). This causes those results to blow up as O approaches Oc. Physically, however, such a divergent behavior is neither expected nor supported by experimental evidence.
This paper therefore addresses the special case of Oi near Oc for all the four nonspecular phenomena; both perpendicular and parallel polarizations are treated. Even though the emphasis is on the special 0° 0° domain, the results obtained here are valid for almost any value of 0h. In particular, the new results are found to be consistent with the existing conventional results for Oi far from Oc. However, as expected, we find for 0i near Oc that the magnitudes of all the nonspecular effects remain finite rather than diverging to infinite values. We start the analysis in Section 2 by deriving the reflected field due to a Gaussian beam, for which we use an expansion of the reflectance function r(O) that retains second-order terms. This expansion is essentially an extension of the derivation of Horowitz and Tamir, 2 which was restricted to first-order terms only. The fundamental (zeroth-order) term represents a geometrical result, which provides a reference for defining the nonspecular phenomena. The firstorder term is considered in Section 3, wherein the lateralshift phenomenon is derived as an expression that reduces essentially to that obtained previously by Horowitz and Tamir. 2 The lateral displacement around 0, is then illustrated by means of a universal curve, which is subsequently shown to describe the angular beam shift also. In Section 4, a new result for evaluating the focal shift is derived, and another universal curve is then used to illustrate its behavior around 0,; this second universal curve also characterizes the beamwaist modification. Because of their relations to the focal and lateral shifts, the beam-waist modification and the angular shift are readily derived, and they are discussed in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, the dependence of the accuracy of our result on the beam-waist size is assessed in Section 7.
THE REFLECTED FIELD
The pertinent geometry considered here is given in Fig. 1 , which shows a beam incident at an angle Oj upon the plane interface (at z = 0) between two different dielectric media. Incidence occurs from the upper medium, which is assumed 
where the Fresnel reflectance r(O), the normalized wave numbers s and c, and the spatial angle 0 are related by to be denser than the lower one, thus defining a relative refractive index n = k/ko > 1, where k and ko are plane-wave propagation constants in the upper and lower media, respectively. For simplicity, we assume linearly polarized fields in a two-dimensional (x, z) geometry, and a time dependence exp(-iwt) is implied and suppressed. Two other coordinate systems associated with the incident beam and the reflected fields are also employed. The first one is based on the illumination provided by a symmetric Gaussian beam, which has its axis along zi and its waist along xi. By using mirror reflection with respect to the dielectric interface at z = 0, the (xi, zi) incident coordinate system defines a (xr, Zr) reflected coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus the Zr and xr coordinates refer to the directions of the reflected-beam axis and its waist, respectively, as predicted by geometrical optics.
For a Gaussian beam, the incident field is taken as
where w is half of the beam width at the waist. The field component G stands for the electric field along y in the case of perpendicular polarization or for the magnetic field along y in the case of parallel polarization. In order to ensure that the resultant incident beam is well bounded, the realistic requirement kw >> 1 is imposed. To examine the reflected beam, it is convenient to decompose the incident beam into a plane-wave spectrum described in terms of an angular representation. The reflected field can then be written We now solve Eq. (3) for the reflected field by expanding r(O) as a power series of a new variable u, which is chosen so that u = 0 at 0 = ,; i.e., u is proportional to the square-root expressions in Eq. (6) . This variable is conveniently defined
where
Both u and u must be taken 9 (10) where the minus before the second term was taken on purpose in order to avoid an abundance of minuses later on.
The coefficients of the above truncated series are most easily derived by using differentiation in the form df 
where U = sin(0, + 0j)' 1 2 sec 0°.
From Eqs. (5), (8) , and (9), we obtain c in Eq. (3) in terms of u and ui by applying the paraxial approximation, which yields
On introducing Eqs. (11)- (13) and expression (14) 
DERIVATION OF THE LATERAL SHIFT
To obtain results that are consistent with the definitions of beam shifts used in the past, the reflected field must be expressed so that beam displacements can be identified. We therefore write Eq. (15) 
where the bracketed quantity does not depend on Xr and
Hence P(Xr, Zr) describes the reflected beam profile as a function of xr and Zr, where the Zr dependence is implicit in g and wr: We then express (1 + g) in the complex phase form
and the other parameters are
where a Maclaurin series expansion was applied to ln (1 + g) and all the terms of order higher than (Xr/Wr) 2 were neglected because of the paraxial approximation. The relevant coefficients are then given by (17) The function g = g(0i, Wr, Xr) therefore represents a correction to that result, which causes the actual reflected field to be distorted from the Gaussian form predicted by geometrical optics. This distortion will be interpreted in the next sections in terms of lateral, focal, and angular beam shifts and a beam-waist modification.
As is the case with other derivations in the past,, 2 8 Eq.
(15) does not hold close to Oi = 900 because the expansion in expression (10) is not valid at that angle. However, this refers to the case of grazing incidence, which must be treated separately 8 and is not considered here. If the neighborhood of Oi = 900 is excluded, the result for the reflected field in Eq. (15) can be used for all angles 0 < Oi < 900. However, care must be exercised at the Brewster angle °b = tan-1(1/n) for parallel polarization, because the term r(0i) in expression
Introducing expression (23) into Eq. (22), combining the terms with-(Xr/Wr) 2 , and completing the square in the exponent, we get
where with L' and L" denoting real and imaginary parts, respectively. As obtained, L expresses a complex lateral beam 
which is basically the same expression as that given by Eq. To examine that behavior, we assume that rI is large for 0i away from Oc and consider an appropriate asymptotic expansion"' for the parabolic-cylinder function, namely,
which holds for 11 >> 1 and larg < 37r/4. Retaining only the first term of expression (32) and introducing it into Eq.
(31) yields a pure real quantity
Inserting the value of RI (0) into the above expression yields exactly the conventional resultl" 2 ; however, we now infer that this conventional result is correct only to the order of the approximations discussed here, i. to that paper for further details. We found that the results in Fig. 2 yield an accuracy ofbetter than 5% for w/ > 1,000 and 1.1 < n < 3 when compared with values of L' obtained from Eq. (30). Therefore, for more accurate evaluations, recourse must be made to Eq. (30). For smaller values of kw and/or for 1.0 < n < 1.1, the two polarizations may need separate curves in Fig. 2 ; also, some peculiar variations may then occur near Oc, as further discussed in Section 7.
In the above derivation of the lateral shift, as well as in subsequent derivations of the three other nonspecular phenomena, we utilize Eq. (21), which is valid also at the Brewster angle b = tan'1(1/n).
However, because r0b) = 0 for parallel polarization, the reference beam provided by geometrical optics disappears at b, thus obscuring the interpretation of the four phenomena in that case. 
DERIVATION OF THE FOCAL SHIFT
Returning to the beam-profile function P(xr, Zr), we note that the first exponential in expression (29) is independent of xr so that it acts as a constant factor that does not affect the shape of the beam. In contrast, the second exponential indicates that an equivalent beam parameter wf can be de- 
(31) and (44) indicate that the ratio F/L
is of the order of kw, and therefore we expect the focal shift to be larger than the lateral shift for most incidence angles. interesting to-observe that, for reflection at any planar multilayered structure, Tamir has shown 7 that F and L satis-
which is a generalization of a result by Carniglia and Brownstein 6 for L' and F' only. In the present case, the more accurate values of L and F given by Eqs. 
DERIVATION OF THE BEAM-WAIST MODIFICATION
As described above, the real part F' of F represents the focal shift, but the imaginary part F" also has physical meaning. 
To a first-order approximation, we insert Eqs. (39) and (44) into Eq. (49) to obtain a tana= 2L"
The last result defines the angular shift a of the beam center with respect to the laterally displaced beam axis at Xr = L'.
Expression (56) is basically the same as that already obtained by others, except that the term AL here is a secondorder correction that was absent in past derivations. 3 
DERIVATION OF THE ANGULAR SHIFT
To derive the angular shift, we define the beam center as that location in every Zr plane where the field magnitude reaches a maximum. We therefore consider expression (29) to obtain the field intensity IP(Xr, Zr)l2 and equate its partial derivative with respect to Xr to zero. After some simple algebraic manipulations, we find that the locus of the intensity maxima satisfies
This serves to define an angular deviation a by means of
By inserting Eq. (54) into Eq. (55) and recognizing that a is usually quite small, we get
From expression (32) and Eq. (57), the angular shift for U >> 1 and wr = w is given by
for Oi > c (59) for Oi < , From expression (10), we recall that angular shift causes the beam center (defined by its peak) to progress along the rotated coordinate Zm shown in Fig. 1 rather than to follow a trajectory parallel to Zr. By using Eq. (54) and expression (56), it was recognized1 5 that the location of this peak is given by
where now S = S(Zr) denotes the effective net shift of the beam peak as indicated in Fig. 1 . Thus S is a composite displacement that depends on all the four nonspecular phenomena, and it is also a function of Zr. We also note that S is given by L' only if a = 0, which is generally not satisfied; however, because a is usually very small, S is nearly equal to L' unless lZr -F' is very large. For the particular case Zr = 0 it can be shown'
5 by using
Eqs. (30) and (39) under near-field conditions that
which is different from L' given by Eq. (30) but consistent with a result previously given by Lai et al. 8 for the lateral displacement. However, Eq. (65) is clearly restricted to the vicinity of the Zr = 0 plane, and therefore it cannot provide a generally correct value for either the lateral shift L' or the composite displacement S, because the latter is correctly given by Eq. (64) rather than by Eq. (65).
DEPENDENCE OF ACCURACY ON BEAM

WIDTH
All the derivations above have assumed that the beam width is much larger than the wavelength; this is the case for most optical beams, which usually satisfy kw > 100. As this situation may not hold for microwave or acoustic-wave beams, it is pertinent to assess the accuracy of the above results in terms of the magnitude of kw. In evaluating the integral for Gr in Eq. (3), two simplifying approximations have been applied. These consist of (a) truncating a Taylor series expansion for r(O) in expression (10) and (b) using the paraxial approximation for c in expression (14) . On numerical investigation, we have found that the error in Gr that is due to the first approximation is much larger than that caused by the second one. Thus we may ignore the effect of the paraxial approximation and restrict the discussion below to the impact made by the approximation for r(O) only.
A good approximation for r(O) requires that its Taylor series about Oi converge rapidly enough to justify the truncation implied in expression (10) . In particular, the first neglected term, which is proportional to (u -u,) this behavior, the truncated expansion for r(O) is accurate at O = Oi, so that expression (10) remains a good approximation for 0 sufficiently close to Oi. Since the angular spectrum of the incident beam is narrowly concentrated around Oi for large beam widths, the errors in approximating r (0) ond-and higher-order terms in the expansion for r(O); consequently, the peculiarities thus produced could be substantially reduced and even eliminated 15 by taking sufficiently many additional terms in an augmented expansion for r(0). In fact, the second-order result presented in this work already exhibits a considerable improvement because the dis- consider the region 0i --O, and retain only linear terms in u, in which case Eqs. (11), (12), and (18) yield For values of kw < 500, we have found by numerical calculations that, as expected, the above discontinuity is gradually reduced (and the accuracy for L is accordingly increased) as additional higher-order terms in r(O) are accounted for. By using a different (mixed-power) series for r(0), Lai et al. 8 have also found that the variation of L around O, is well behaved. This was also confirmed recently by a different approach 5 that provides values of L and F to any desired accuracy.
The minimal value of kw that is needed to justify the results presented here can therefore be assessed by examining the error that is caused by neglecting the higher-order terms in the expansion of r(0). By considering Eq. (3) and expression (10), the jth term in a Taylor series for r(0) contributes a field component given by
where Rj(Oi) is the corresponding coefficient ( = 0, 
where e is the relative error that occurs in our derivations for Gr(xr, Zr). Inserting into the above expression the value n = 1.491 used by Cowan and Anicin,1 6 we find that e _ 12/kw for parallel polarization and E 1.61kw for perpendicular polarization. Hence the value of kw 60 reported by Cowan and Aniin may indeed account for substantial errors in determining L and F; also, these errors are expected to be larger for parallel polarization than for perpendicular polarization, which is also consistent with their results. In view of the above, the results presented here for the values of the nonspecular effects are accurate in the vicinity of Oi = 0, only if kw is large enough so that the error defined in C. C. Chan and T. Tamir 
CONCLUSION
The behavior of nonspecular effects for Gaussian beams reflected from a dielectric interface has been clarified. In contrast to previous expressions, our results show that the magnitudes of these effects are finite even for incidence at the critical angle Oc, The nonspecular phenomena include lateral, focal, and angular shifts and a fourth recently recognized phenomenon that manifests itself as a beam-waist modification. Whereas the lateral shift and its behavior around O, have been studied in the past, 2 ' 8 the present analysis provides new insights into the behavior of the other three nonspecular phenomena. Thus we have found that a large focal shift is possible if the beam is reflected near the critical angle, its magnitude being then proportional to (W3/X) 1 / 2 . In contrast to the previously predicted positive focal shift, 5 we have shown that both positive and negative focal shifts are possible, depending on the incidence angle; the change of sign occurs at a value closely given by kw(Oi -0,) = 1 for both polarizations.
We have also found that the angular shift near critical angle incidence is proportional to Od 312 , where ad = X/7rw is the beam divergence angle. For small Od, this means that the angular shift will usually be smaller than the divergence angle. Hence, for optical beams satisfying kw >> 1, this effect may be negligible, but it may affect considerably the value of the net (composite) shift S of the beam peak. Finally, we have found that the beam-waist modification for Oi near 0, is proportional to Thus, for the usual case in optics, the beam-waist modification may not be easily observed experimentally.
In acoustics, however, beams are often characterized by values of w/X that may be only of the order of 10 or so, in which case all the four nonspecular effects can be quite pronounced; this behavior has been reported in a recent theoretical study1 7 and was subsequently verified experimentally.1 8 The nonspecular effects therefore hold the promise of interesting possibilities for controlling beams by multilayered media in integrated optics and microwave acoustics.
